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might be represented in black and red.)
And I think he will be disposed to
recognise both what Virgil borrowed
and how perfectly, by slight modifica-
tions, he appropriated it.

Such then was Bucolic, and (I sup-
pose) a poet who did not know and
practise these tricks would have had
no more right to say that he was ' modu-
lating his songs with a Sicilian shep-
herd's oat,' than one would have to the
name of a Petrarchian, who should write
odd stanzas rhymed anyhow.

For the rest I summarise briefly:
Eel. II. is similarly related to Idyll
XL; it presupposes Eel. I I I . ; but since
what is not Theocritean in the Eclogues
must be Virgilian {ex hypothesi), certain
motifs of II and III. must be sought in
Eel. VII., which thus comes out as
chronologically first. The hypothesis
is large, and Mr. W.'s management of
these very delicate tests is sometimes
unsatisfactory: e.g.

Dixit Damoetas : inuidit stultus Amyntas
(II- 39)-

Since, says he, this answers to nothing
Theocritean, it is Virgilian self-repeti-
tion : dixit Damoetas is an echo of die
mihi Damoetas (III. I) and inuidit stultus
Amyntas, of Liber pampineas inuidit col-
libus umbras (VII. 58). Surely it is
fantastic to build so much on a single
inconspicuous word. Often Mr. W.'s
verbal inferences are as shaky as this
(e.g. pp. 32, 38). On his own showing

(p. 40) one might take a te principium
tibi desinam (VIII. 11) as evidence that
III. is prior to VII. Generally the
argument from self-repetitions seem to
me much weaker than his analysis of
Theocritus.

The eventual result is: the nine
Eclogues were composed in the order
VII., III., II., V., IX., I., IV., VIII.,
VI. It would take more to convince
me that I. and IX., prelude and envoi,
were not like all other preludes and
envois, written after the book they
enclose. Incidentally other matters
besides the sequence of the poems are
claimed to be settled. I., IV. and VI.
are explained on Theocritean principles:
IV., schemed on Theocritus' Hylas, is
pronounced to have been written for
' the divine son of the divine youth in
Eel. I.' By the way, Mr. W. repeats a
common error of the Judaist school of
interpreters (exploded by Lejay), that
the lucky baby is going to introduce
(herauffiihren) the new golden age. Virgil
does not say so : the baby is not a
Messiah who introduces anything; he
merely experiences a millennium which
happens. In Eel. VI. jAr. W. returns
(against Sabbadini and others) to the
rendering, ' My muse was the first.'
Rightly, I think.

To sum up: the book deserves (and
certainly requires) a very painful perusal.
Sometimes Mr. Witte gets down to
bedrock.

J. S. PHILLIMORE.

SENECA AND ELIZABETHAN TRAGEDY.
Seneca and Elizabethan Tragedy. By

F. L. LUCAS. One vol. Octavo.
Pp* J33 ' Cambridge: University
Press, 1922. 7s. 6d.

To ' estimate the influence' of Seneca
and ' to trace the line of descent from
him to the Elizabethans' is Mr.
Lucas's main purpose in writing this
book. In a survey of 133 pages he
glances at the whole history of tragedy
—Greek, Roman, Medieval, Eliza-
bethan — with acumen and literary
power, but also with a certain irrele-
vance and perfunctoriness of treatment.
Two chapters only are complete:
' Seneca the Man ' and ' The Tragedies
of Seneca.' They stand far above the

rest for their vividness of portraiture
and the sureness of their critical touch.
The passages of verse translation from
Seneca also are excellently done. This
section of the book will be read not
only with interest, but with profit.

But if Mr Lucas has set Seneca him-
self in perspective, he has failed to do
justice to his Elizabethan followers.
Clever phrases may keep a book alive,
but they do not compensate for a lack
of balance and of scholarly equipment.
A reader who did not know the Eliza-
bethans already would derive a very
imperfect idea of them from this book.
They are sketched in a series of rapid
impressions. Mr. Lucas recognises
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Kyd's Spanish Tragedy as a landmark in
English drama. He devotes about a
page to it—rather less than he gives
to a pure digression about the sheep-
stealing scene in the Secunda Pastorum.
It is as an adaptation and development
of the Senecan type—not for the deriva-
tive element in it—that Kyd's play is
important.

Even in dealing with the direct
borrowing of the dramatists Mr. Lucas
is unsatisfactory. One curt sentence
suffices him for the Tudor translations
of Seneca. Has he read them ? Because,
if he has, we should expect some passing
reference to the alterations, not without
dramatic significance, which Jasper
Heywood and John Studely made in
the original text. These men were not
literal translators. For the passages
directly taken over from Seneca by the
dramatists Mr. Lucas evidently depends
on the parallels collected by Mr. Cun-
liffe. He should have made good some
omissions of his authority. In the
death-scene of Bussy d'Ambois Chap-
man made use of the words of the
dying Hercules and of the Chorus in
the Hercules Oetaeus.1 A borrowing
from the same play in Alphonsus, Em-
peror of Germany, is not only significant,
but it has the further merit of being
amusing. Alphonsus is brought in, as
he pretends, in a dying state, the victim
of poison. To act the part successfully
he pours out Senecan rant, and—not
to deviate from the pattern—he trans-
lates literally, and dwells on the Cancer
and the Scorpion in his veins and

1 Cf. Bussy d'Ambois, V. iv., and Here. Oet.
1518-26.

his distended liver.2 One would have
thought, too, that Laertes' summons
to pile Pelion on Ossa and Hamlet's
retort — which suggests a touch of
Shakespeare's own criticism — were
worth quoting. This would have added
point to Mr. Lucas's judicious handling
of Shakespeare's supposed borrowings
from Seneca.

Again, Mr. Lucas apparently has not
read the critical address to the reader
which Jonson prefixed to the 1605
quarto of Sejanus. In it Jonson defined
the essentials of high tragedy, and
among them two Senecan qualities:
' height of elocution ' and ' fullness and
frequency of sentence.' Hardly a pro-
nouncement for a student of Seneca to
ignore. And a word might have been
said about Jonson's own sententiae,
couched in a style almost Latin in its
compression. ' Ira, quae tegitur, nocet,'
writes Seneca; and Jonson after him:
' Wrath covered carries fate.'3

Mr. Lucas's range of reading gives a
liveliness and often an aptness to his
writing, but the allusions are wofully
overdone. Why in a work on Seneca
have side-glances at Christ and Presi-
dent Wilson (pp. 25, 52) ? And why
twice over drag in that barbarian Mr.
Wells (pp. 4, 9) ?

Lastly, if a book of this nature is
to help the student, at least a short
bibliography of editions and reprints
should have been appended.

PERCY SIMPSON.

1 Cf. Alphonsus, IV. ii., and Here. Oet. 1228-
23. 1359 ff.

3 Cf. Seneca, Medea, 153, and Jonson, Sejanus,
Act I. ad fin.

Q. HORATIUS FLACCUS, SATIREN.
Q. Horatius Flaccus, Satiren. Erklart von

A. KIESSLING. Fiinfte Auflage erneuert von
R. HEINZE. Berlin: Weidmann, 1921. M'. 24.

T H E fifth edition of this work is a revision and
expansion of Kiessling's well-known edition. It
exceeds by sixty pages in extent the preceding
fourth edition in 1910, and by 128 pages the
original work published in 1886. Important
alterations have been introduced. The intro-
duction has to a great extent been remodelled,
especially as regards the early history of satire, in
which the apocryphal dramatic ' satura ' of Livy
(exploded by Hendrickson and Leo) figures no
more as the original source of Latin satire.
Dr. Heinze offers the suggestion that Livy's
authority, whoever he was, invented these dra-

matic ' saturae ' to account for the solo songs of
the Roman Comedy, which differed from the
usage of the New Attic Comedy. At any rate
they are unknown to the grammarian Diomedes,
who is the foundation of our knowledge of the
history of satire. Accordingly Dr. Heinze begins
with Ennius as the inventor of ' satura' as a
class of literature, and the first writer of literary
'miscellanies,' the acrimonious and censorious
character of which was a later development due
to Lucilius, whom Horace regarded as his own
model. The treatment of the metrical and
prosodial peculiarities in the introduction is
greatly enlarged and rich in examples.

The commentary is mainly explanatory, and
takes little account of varieties of reading,


